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Abstract
Glucosinolates (GSLs) are plant secondary metabolites consisting of sulfur and nitrogen, commonly found in Brassi-
caceae crops, such as Arabidopsis thaliana. These compounds are known for their roles in plant defense mechanisms against 
pests and pathogens. ‘Guilt-by-association’ (GBA) approach predicts genes encoding proteins with similar function tend to 
share gene expression pattern generated from high throughput sequencing data. Recent studies have successfully identified 
GSL genes using GBA approach, followed by targeted verification of gene expression and metabolite data. Therefore, a 
GSL co-expression network was constructed using known GSL genes obtained from our in-house database, SuCComBase. 
DPClusO was used to identify subnetworks of the GSL co-expression network followed by Fisher’s exact test leading to the 
discovery of a potential gene that encodes the ARIA-interacting double AP2-domain protein (ADAP) transcription factor 
(TF). Further functional analysis was performed using an effective gene silencing system known as CRES-T. By applying 
CRES-T, ADAP TF gene was fused to a plant-specific EAR-motif repressor domain (SRDX), which suppresses the expres-
sion of ADAP target genes. In this study, ADAP was proposed as a negative regulator in aliphatic GSL biosynthesis due to 
the over-expression of downstream aliphatic GSL genes (UGT74C1 and IPMI1) in ADAP-SRDX line. The significant over-
expression of ADAP gene in the ADAP-SRDX line also suggests the behavior of the TF that negatively affects the expression 
of UGT74C1 and IPMI1 via a feedback mechanism in A. thaliana.
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Introduction

Glucosinolates (GSLs) play an important role in plant 
defense, especially in the  Brassicaceae crops which 
includes Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. (Arabidopsis). 
These sulfur- and nitrogen-containing compounds and their 
degradation products play essential roles in the resistance of 
plants against herbivores and pathogens (Clay et al. 2009). 
All GSLs have a similar general chemical structure and are 
categorized into three types according to side chains (R), 
which corresponds to different amino acid derivatives. They 
are aliphatic GSLs from methionine (Met), indolic GSLs 
from tryptophan (Trp), and benzyl GSLs from phenylala-
nine (Phe) and tyrosine (Tyr). GSLs are responsible for the 
bitter flavors of Brassicaceae vegetables, including turnip 
(B. rapa ssp. rapa), broccoli (B. oleracea var. italica), and 
cauliflower (B. oleracea var. botrytis) (Padilla et al. 2007).
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Several types of GSLs have been studied for their cancer-
preventing properties. Glucotropaeolin (benzyl GSL) and 
glucobrassicin (indolic GSL) produce benzyl isothiocyanate 
(BITC) and indole-3-carbinol, respectively. These products 
were found to suppress the growth of mammalian carcino-
genic cells (Choi et al. 2010; Rao 2013). A previous study 
conducted in B. oleracea found a significant increment of 
glucotropaeolin concentrations in organic plants compared 
to the conventional breeding approach (Rossetto et al. 2013). 
Glucotropaeolin content was undetectable in the wild-type 
Arabidopsis plants and only reported in the rosette leaves 
of transgenic lines expressing CYP79A2 with CaMV35S 
promoter (Wittstock and Halkier 2000). Meanwhile, gluco-
brassicin was found in all Brassicaceae plants such as B. 
oleracea (Choi et al. 2014), B. rapa (Chung et al. 2016; 
Padilla et al. 2007), and Arabidopsis specifically in the roots 
and mature rosette leaves (Brown et al. 2003).

In general, GSL biosynthesis comprises several groups of 
genes initiated by the transcription factors (TFs) which regu-
late the production of various secondary metabolites from 
GSL derivatives. In Arabidopsis, GSL regulation involved 
six different MYBs originated from the R2R3-MYB TF fam-
ily. MYB34, MYB51, and MYB122 control the production 
of indolic GSLs, whereas MYB28, MYB29, and MYB76 
control the production of aliphatic GSLs (Frerigmann and 
Gigolashvili 2014; Gigolashvili et al. 2008). TF involved in 
the regulation of benzyl GSLs is still unknown. The main 
step in GSL biosynthesis is the core structure synthesis, in 
which most of the biosynthetic genes involved in indolic 
and benzyl GSLs are similar. In indolic GSL biosynthe-
sis, CYP79B3 (tryptophan N-monooxygenase 2) catalyzes 
tryptophan derivatives whereas CYP79A2 (phenylalanine 
N-monooxygenase) catalyzes the phenylalanine substrate in 
the benzyl GSL biosynthesis (Wittstock and Halkier 2000).

CYP83B1 (CYP83B1 monooxygenase) then converts 
both tryptophan- and phenylalanine-derived acetaldoximes 
into aci-nitro compounds (Naur et al. 2003). The remaining 
steps of GSL core structure formation would involve several 
GSL biosynthetic genes that accommodate all GSL precur-
sors regardless of their associated side chains. In this step, 
the S-alkylthiohydroximates are converted to thiohydroximic 
acids in a reaction catalyzed by SUR1 (C–S lyase) (Mik-
kelsen et al. 2004). In the glycosylation process, UGT74B1 
was suggested to metabolize thiohydroximates based on 
the in vitro and in vivo analysis performed on this enzyme 
(Grubb et al. 2004). The final step in GSL core structure syn-
thesis is the sulfation process of the desulfoglucosinolates 
to form intact GSLs involving the cytosolic sulfotransferase 
group such as SOT16, SOT17, and SOT18. Biochemical 
characterization of sulfotransferases suggests the role of 
SOT16 to metabolize phenylalanine- and tryptophan-derived 
desulfoglucosinolates, such as glucobrassicin (3-indolylme-
thyl GSL) (Klein and Papenbrock 2009). The continuous 

effort of collecting all molecules related to GSL biosynthesis 
led to the development of SuCCombase (Harun et al. 2019) 
that was used in this study. A recent review article reported 
a total of 113 GSL genes that can be categorized into TFs, 
biosynthetic genes, and protein transporters that have experi-
mental evidences in the last 20 years (Harun et al. 2020).

‘Guilt-by-association’ (GBA) principle was previously 
used to identify novel GSL-related genes encoding TFs 
(Gigolashvili et al. 2007; Hirai et al. 2007; Sønderby et al. 
2007) and enzymes (Geu-Flores et al. 2009; Knill et al. 
2008; Sawada et al. 2009). This principle proposed that 
genes that have similar functions tend to be connected and 
can be used to predict new functions for the respective gene 
encoding proteins (Liesecke et al. 2018). The GBA principle 
is also known as fundamental in constructing and analyzing 
gene co-expression networks in functional genomics studies 
(Gillis and Pavlidis 2012; Wong 2020). Thus, by applying 
this principle, the co-expressed genes that contain informa-
tion of known gene function will be used as a reference to 
determine the function of the genes of interest.

In this study, the focus is to discover TF related to the 
GSL pathway to elucidate the regulation of GSL biosynthe-
sis. Thus, a GSL co-expression was constructed, and a graph 
clustering approach identified a potential gene encoding TF, 
ARIA-interacting double AP2-domain protein (ADAP) from 
the calculated significant subnetworks. ADAP belongs to 
the APETALA2/Ethylene Responsive Factor (AP2/ERF) 
TF family that consists of 147 TFs according to their DNA-
binding domain sequences called AP2/ERF domain (Broek-
gaarden et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2015). ADAP is also known 
as ARIA-interacting double AP2-domain protein, which 
is found to regulate seed germination, seedling growth, 
ABA responses, and several abiotic factors such as salt and 
drought through in vivo functional analysis (Lee et al. 2009).

Detailed gene expression pattern and sequence analyses 
were conducted on ADAP and target GSL genes to investi-
gate the regulatory mechanism of ADAP in GSL biosynthe-
sis. The overall expression of ADAP and known GSL genes, 
which include TFs (MYB28, MYB29), and biosynthetic genes 
(IMDH1, IPMI2 MAM1, BCAT4, CYP79F2, CYP83A1, 
GSTU20, GSTF11, UGT74C1, FMOGS-OX3, and AOP2) 
showed high expression in chemical stress conditions. Cis-
regulatory sequence analysis was performed to understand 
the regulatory mechanism of ADAP and UGT74C1, where 
they share similar TF binding sites (TFbs) with MYC2, 
MYC4, and OBP2 TFs.

Based on the preliminary bioinformatics analysis of 
ADAP’s contribution in regulating GSL biosynthesis, chi-
meric repressor gene silencing technology (CRES-T) was 
applied on ADAP TF for functional analysis. CRES-T is a 
useful tool for functional analysis, specifically in plant TFs 
(Hiratsu et al. 2003; Mitsuda et al. 2011). This approach 
utilizes a plant-specific EAR-motif repressor domain 
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(SRDX)-motif to the C-terminal of the TF into dominant 
negative regulators that repress downstream target genes 
(Cen et al. 2016; Kazama et al. 2013). In this study, ADAP-
SRDX line was obtained and an over-expression of down-
stream aliphatic GSL genes (UGT74C1 and IPMI1) was 
found in the transgenic Arabidopsis plants using qPCR. 
Hence, ADAP was suggested as a negative regulator in ali-
phatic GSL biosynthesis via a feedback mechanism due to 
the significant over-expression of ADAP gene in Arabidop-
sis ADAP-SRDX line.

Materials and methods

Data collection and gene‑co‑expression network 
construction

A comprehensive pathway database search was carried out 
using SuCComBase (http://plant -scc.org/) (Harun et al. 
2019), which is a manually curated sulfur-containing com-
pound database. SuCComBase compiles known glucosi-
nolate (GSL) genes from literature and pathway databases 
such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
(http://www.genom e.jp/kegg/) (Kanehisa et al. 2016) and 
AraCyc (https ://www.arabi dopsi s.org/biocy c/) (Mueller 
et al. 2003). Several relevant keywords were used, such as 
“glucosinolate” and “GSL”. The known GSL genes were 
used as a query against four co-expression tools, which are 
ATTED (Aoki et al. 2016), AraNet v2 (Lee et al. 2014), 
GeneMANIA (Montojo et al. 2014; Warde-Farley et al. 
2010) and STRING (Szklarczyk et al. 2019) to identify 
“additional” co-expressed genes. The “additional” genes are 
hypothesized as potential GSL genes based on the ‘guilt-
by-association’ principle. An integrated gene network was 
produced using Cytoscape 3.7.1 (Shannon et al. 2003).

Calculating sub‑networks and Fisher’s exact test

The gene co-expression network was analyzed using DPClu-
sOST (Karim et al. 2017), which utilizes DPClusO algo-
rithm (Altaf-Ul-Amin et al. 2006, 2012), in which 0.6 den-
sity value and OV Coff 0.15 were selected. The clustering 
algorithm is useful for an undirected graph consisting of 
a finite set of nodes N and a finite set of edges E. In this 
algorithm, density dk and cluster property cpnk are two essen-
tial parameters that are introduced. Density dk of cluster k 
refers to the ratio of the number of actual cluster edges (|E|) 
and the maximum possible number of cluster edges (|E|max). 
Thus, cluster property cpnk is represented by the following 
equation:

cpnk = E
nk

d
k
×N

k

Nk refers to the number of nodes in cluster k. Enk is the 
total number of edges between the nodes n in the cluster.

Each cluster generated was then evaluated using Fisher’s 
exact test (Fisher 1992) to assess GSL gene enrichment in 
each of the identified clusters. Table 1 shows the values of 
a, b, c and d introduced in this study.

Expression pattern analysis and sequence analysis 
of potential GSL genes

ePlant (https ://bar.utoro nto.ca/eplan t/) was used to visual-
ize the expression levels across various conditions collected 
from more than 350 samples in Arabidopsis (Waese et al. 
2017). Expression Angler (http://bar.utoro nto.ca/Expre 
ssion Angle r/) was used to identify the expression of poten-
tial genes and known GSL genes under several chemical 
stresses, such as jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA), 
abscisic acid (ABA), and ethylene (ET). Next, PlantPAN 
3.0 (http://plant pan2.itps.ncku.edu.tw/) was used to identify 
specific cis-regulatory sequences in the promoter regions of 
the potential and other known GSL genes. This is to further 
validate the potential of TF (ADAP) in regulating the GSL 
biosynthetic pathway.

Plant materials and growth conditions

The wild-type (WT) Arabidopsis Columbia-0 (Col-0) seeds 
were used as a control. Seeds were surface sterilized for 
ten minutes using 20% commercial bleach with addition of 
0.05% tween 20, before rinsing three times with sterile dis-
tilled water. For stratification, seeds were imbibed in distilled 
water for three days in the dark at 4 °C to brake dormancy. 
Next,  T0 seeds were grown in a growth chamber (Percival 
Scientific, USA) with a 16 h light/ 8 h dark photoperiod. 
Day/ night temperatures were at 22 °C / 20 °C, and relative 
humidity was 60%. Plants were grown on ½ Murashige and 
Skoog (MS) medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962). Trans-
genic Arabidopsis plants that express the 35S:ADAP-SRDX 
construct was prepared by fusion of the plant-specific repres-
sion domain SRDX (SUPERMAN REPRESSION DOMAIN 
X; LDLDLELRLGFA) to the 3′ end of the coding region 
of ADAP.

Table 1  The contingency table prepared in this study to calculate 
known GSL gene enrichment clusters

a Here n refer to the total number of genes in the gene network

Glucosinolate 
genes

Non-glucosinolate 
genes

In cluster a b a + b

Not in cluster c d c + d

a + c b + d n

http://plant-scc.org/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
https://www.arabidopsis.org/biocyc/
https://bar.utoronto.ca/eplant/
http://bar.utoronto.ca/ExpressionAngler/
http://bar.utoronto.ca/ExpressionAngler/
http://plantpan2.itps.ncku.edu.tw/
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Primer design and seed selection

All primer sets used for PCR and reverse-transcription quan-
titative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) are listed in Table S1. 
PrimerBlast software was used to design the following 
primers in producing first strand products and synthesized 
commercially (First BASE Laboratories). The integration of 
35S:ADAP-SRDX transgenes were confirmed through PCR. 
Hygromycin was used in selecting the transformed ADAP-
SRDX plants. Positive lines were grown to  T2 generation to 
obtain homozygous seeds used in this study.

Morphological analysis

The number of leaf and rosette areas of 18 individual 
18-day-old Arabidopsis  T2 homozygous plants of Col-0 and 
ADAP-SRDX line were calculated using the region of inter-
est (ROI) manager tool in ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012). 
The leaf numbers were counted for leaves greater than 1 mm 
in length. All results were shown as the mean ± standard 
error (SE) of Col-0 and ADAP-SRDX plants from 18 indi-
viduals respectively. Statistical analysis between the two 
samples was performed using the two-tailed Student’s t-test.

RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis

The RT-qPCR experiment was performed using ADAP-
SRDX line with confirmed presence of SRDX transgene. 
RNA from 18-day-old Col-0 Arabidopsis and ADAP-SRDX 
plants were isolated with TRIzol reagent according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. The purity of RNA samples 
was quantified by A260:A280 ratios using the ND-1000 
NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). First 
strand cDNA was synthesized using the Maxima First Strand 
cDNA Synthesis kit (Thermo Scientific).

RT‑qPCR analysis

Reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) analy-
sis was performed for ADAP and downstream GSL genes, 
UDP-glycosyltransferase 74C1 (UGT74C1) and isopropyl-
malate isomerase small subunit 1 (IPMI1) in three biological 
replicates. For qPCR analyses, the iTaq Universal  SYBR® 
Green SuperMix kit (Bio-Rad) was used to prepare 10 μl 
qRT-PCR reactions containing 50 ng of first-strand cDNA 
and 300 nM of each primer pairs. Technical replicates and 
No Template Controls (NTCs) were run through the Eco48 
Real-Time PCR system (PCRmax, UK). The protocol started 
with enzyme activation at 95 °C for 30 s, 40 PCR cycles 
(95 °C for 3 s and 60 °C for 30 s) followed by a melting 
curve analysis at 95 °C for 15 s, 55 °C for 15 s, and 95 °C 
for 15 s. The pre-installed Eco™ 48 Study Software was 
used to determine Ct values, and supports standard curve 

analysis and relative quantification experiments, which were 
used in this study. For standard curve analysis, five dilu-
tion points were used to ensure similar efficiency for each 
primer pair shown in Table S1. The relative gene expression 
levels were determined using ACTIN2 as the housekeeping 
gene based on the  2−ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen 
2001). The significant difference of RT-qPCR data between 
two samples (Col-0 and ADAP-SRDX) was analyzed by 
t-test with significance at p-value < 0.05.

Results

Gene co‑expression network analysis

In total, 102 known GSL genes from SuCComBase were 
used to build a GSL co-expression network of 752 genes 
and 9,121 edges. Fisher’s exact test was performed to obtain 
GSL gene enrichment in each identified cluster. A total of 15 
potential GSL genes were identified from eight significant 
clusters (p < 0.05).

Table 2 shows the list of potential GSL genes that were 
identified from highly significant clusters. Based on Table 2, 
ADAP is the only gene encoding TF and was selected for 
further studies and identified as a potential GSL gene. 
ADAP is found in the same cluster with four other known 
GSL genes, which are MYC4, MYB28, MYB76, and AOP2, 
as shown in Fig. 1.

Expression pattern analysis and identification 
of cis‑regulatory elements of ADAP and known GSL 
genes

Plant hormones, such as jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid 
(SA), abscisic acid (ABA), and ethylene (ET) play roles in 
responses to abiotic and biotic stresses (Rehrig et al. 2014). 
Since GSLs are secondary metabolites that are potent in 
plant defense against insects and pests (Sønderby et al. 
2010b), these conditions are selected to monitor the expres-
sion of ADAP and other known GSL genes. Figure 2 shows 
the ADAP expression, and several known Arabidopsis GSL 
genes across various conditions that include tissue devel-
opment, tissue-specific (root, shoot, stem), abiotic stresses, 
and chemical stresses. ADAP and known GSL genes showed 
high expression under chemical stress conditions. Similar 
expression patterns of ADAP with 17 known GSL genes 
were identified from a total of 833 genes with an r-value cut-
off range of 0.5–1 using Expression Angler (Fig. 2b). This 
information is useful to support the relationship between 
ADAP and the known GSL genes.

Specific  cis-regulatory sequences in ADAP and 
UGT74C1 were identified using PlantPAN 3.0 as shown in 
Fig. 3. Several groups of transcription factor binding sites 
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(TFbs) were identified from both ADAP and UGT74C1. 
Based on Fig. 3, MYC2, MYC4, and OBP2 are the known 
GSL genes encoding TF that share similar TFbs with both 
target genes. More information on the identified TFbs is 
shown in Table 3.

Morphological comparisons of ADAP‑SRDX 
and wild‑type Col‑0

Various bioinformatics analyses suggest the involvement 
of ADAP as a potential GSL gene in Arabidopsis. Thus, 

Table 2  List of potential GSL 
genes from selected highly 
significant clusters

Cluster num-
ber

Cluster size Number of potential 
genes

Potential genes p-value

2 16 4 JR1, TSA1, JAL23, BGLU18 2.29E−08
4 13 3 BGLU10, EMB1873, NLP1 2.69E−07
6 12 4 AT1G55450, ATNUDT7, RBOHD, 

IGMT4
2.65E−05

51 6 1 NIP6 0.00022
52 6 1 BGLU10 0.00022
66 5 1 CYP708A3 0.001413
72 5 1 SULTR2;1 0.001413
77 5 1 ADAP 0.001413

Fig. 1  A gene co-expression 
network that consists of 752 
nodes and 9121 edges. Cluster 
77 is incorporated in the 
gene network that consist of 
ADAP and known GSL genes 
(MYC4, MYB28, MYB76, 
and AOP2)
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homozygous  T2 ADAP-SRDX plants were obtained and 
compared with the wild type Col-0. ADAP is a positive 
regulator of ABA response and seedling growth (Lee 
et al. 2009). The ADAP-SRDX plants showed significant 

(p < 0.001) differences in the leaf count (Fig. 4b) and 
size (Fig. 4c) compared to the Col-0. The ADAP-SRDX 
plants were approximately four times larger than the Col-0 

Fig. 2  Gene expression of AP2-like ethylene-responsive transcription 
factor (ADAP) has a similar expression pattern with several aliphatic 
GSL genes. a Expression pattern of ADAP across various conditions, 
including tissue development, abiotic and chemical stresses, and tis-
sue-specific conditions. “Global” color gradient was selected to show 
similarities and differences in the expression levels of selected genes 

(red denotes high expression levels and yellow denotes low expres-
sion levels) b Expression pattern of ADAP with known GSL genes, 
such as alkenyl hydroxalkyl producing 2 (AOP2), hexahomomethio-
nine N-hydroxylase (CYP79F2), UDP-glycosyltransferase 74C1 
(UGT74C1) and isopropylmalate isomerase small subunit 1 (IPMI1) 
in chemical stress

Fig. 3  Transcription factor binding sites (TFbs) of MYC2, MYC4, 
and OBP2 highlighted in a ADAP and b UGT74C1. MYC2, MYC4, 
and OBP2 are the known GSL genes that share similar TFbs with 

both ADAP and UGT74C1. Each TFbs in ADAP and UGT74C1 
sequences are shown with different colors
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Table 3  Transcription factor 
binding sites (TFbs) of OBP2, 
MYC2, and MYC4 in ADAP 
and UGT74C1

OBP2 MYC2 MYC4

Target gene Position Strand Sequence Position Strand Sequence Position Strand Sequence

ADAP − 739 + AAGGG − 813 −  cATGTG − 866 + CAAGTg
− 668 −  ACCTT − 95 + CACATg − 866 −  cAAGTG 
− 623 −  ACTTT − 866 −  cAAGTG − 813 + CATGTg
− 604 −  ACTTT − 813 −  cATGTG − 813 −  cATGTG 
− 543 + AAAGT − 95 + CACATg − 95 + CACATg
− 532 + AAGGC − 931 −  acaAGTAT − 95 −  cACATG 
− 523 −  GCCTT − 734 −  gcaGGTAT 
− 485 + AAAGA − 652 −  actCGTAA 
− 292 + AAGGA − 580 −  aaaCATAT 
− 228 −  TCTTT − 61 −  acaCGAAT 
− 207 −  TCTTT 
− 188 + AAAGT 
− 134 −  ACTTT 
− 51 + AAAGC 
61 + AAAGA 
76 + AAAGG 
77 + AAGGA 
84 −  TCTTT 
90 + AAAGC 

UGT74C1 − 932 + AAAGC − 406 −  aaaAGTAT − 875 + GACGTg
− 899 + AAAGC − 306 −  ccaCGTTT − 875 −  gACGTG 
− 896 −  GCTTT − 195 −  tcaCGCAT − 305 + CACGTt
− 833 −  TCTTT − 180 −  aaaCTTAT -305 −  cACGTT 
− 823 + AAAGG − 75 −  acaAGTAT 92 + CACGTa
− 822 + AAGGT − 23 −  acaTGTAT 92 −  cACGTA 
− 810 + AAGGA 91 −  tcaCGTAC 
− 797 −  ACTTT 
− 739 + AAGGA 
− 718 −  GCCTT 
− 717 −  CCTTT 
− 705 −  ACCTT 
− 693 + AAAGT 
− 671 + AAGGA 
− 660 −  ACTTT 
− 644 −  GCTTT 
− 521 + AAAGA 
− 442 −  TCTTT 
− 405 + AAAGT 
− 387 + AAAGA 
− 383 + AAAGA 
− 329 −  CCCTT 
− 278 −  TCTTT 
− 166 + AAAGG 
− 165 + AAGGA 
− 137 −  TCCTT 
− 87 + AAAGA 
− 51 −  ACTTT 
41 −  TCCTT 
42 −  CCTTT 
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plants with an average rosette area of 0.82 ± 0.06  cm2 and 
0.17 ± 0.01  cm2, respectively.

RT‑qPCR analysis on the expression of ADAP 
and target genes

The expression of ADAP TF was monitored in two sam-
ples, namely Arabidopsis Col-0 and Arabidopsis ADAP-
SRDX line (ADAP-SRDX) (Fig. 4a). Other downstream 

GSL genes sharing similar expression patterns with ADAP 
were selected (UGT74C1 and IPMI1) to study their expres-
sion in these two samples. ADAP and UGT74C1 were sig-
nificantly overexpressed in the ADAP-SRDX line (Fig. 5). 
In the SRDX line, the expression of ADAP, UGT74C1, and 
IPMI1 was induced up to 1900-, 35-, and 8-fold compared 
with the Col-0, respectively. The wide error bars reflect 
high biological variations between individual Arabidopsis 
plants (McIntyre et al. 2011).

Table 3  (continued) OBP2 MYC2 MYC4

Target gene Position Strand Sequence Position Strand Sequence Position Strand Sequence

82 + AAAGA 
86 + AAGGG 

Fig. 4  Arabidopsis plants in Col-0 and ADAP-SRDX line. a Mor-
phological comparisons between 18-days-old Arabidopsis Col-0 and 
ADAP-SRDX line. b The average leaf numbers of Col-0 and ADAP-

SRDX plants. c The average rosette areas of Col-0 and ADAP-SRDX 
plants. Data are shown as mean ± standard error (SE) of the two sam-
ples from 18 individuals each. T-test ***p < 0.001
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Discussion

ADAP was identified as a potential GSL-related gene 
from comprehensive bioinformatics analyses, includ-
ing gene co-expression network construction, graph 
clustering, and Fisher’s exact test to identify the highly 
significant clusters. This assumption is made based on 
the ‘guilt-by-association’ principle, whereby ADAP was 
grouped in a highly significant cluster with known GSL 
genes such as MYC4, MYB28, MYB76, and AOP2 (Fig. 1). 
MYC4 (bHLH004) belongs to the basic helix-loop-helix 
(bHLH) family that is known to interact directly with the 
R2R3 domain MYB family. MYB28 and MYB76 TFs are 
members of the R2R3-MYB family that act as critical 

players in the modulation of aliphatic GSL genes (Gigo-
lashvili et al. 2008; Hirai et al. 2007). The relationship 
between bHLH and R2R3-MYB families have been 
extensively described in which they interact and regulate 
the GSL biosynthesis that is important to overcome pest 
invasion. (Fernández-Calvo et al. 2011; Frerigmann 2016; 
Schweizer et al. 2013; Sønderby et al. 2010a). A recent 
study had analyzed the motif discovery that mediates the 
interaction of the MYB TFs (MYB28, MYB29, MYB76) 
and their bHLH partners (MYC2, MYC3, MYC4). Fur-
ther analysis of the MYB-bHLH relationship uncovered a 
correlation in terms of affinity interaction and phenotype 
outcome that is regulated by the MYB-bHLH complex 
(Millard et al. 2019).

Fig. 5  ADAP gene expression in Col-0 and ADAP-SRDX line. 
a The expression of ADAP is significantly overexpressed in the 
ADAP-SRDX samples compared to the wild-type (Col-0). Expres-
sion pattern of downstream GSL genes, b UDP-glycosyltransferase 
74C1 (UGT74C1) and c Isopropylmalate isomerase small subunit 1 

(IPMI1) in Col-0 and ADAP-SRDX samples. The fold change repre-
sents relative gene expression levels between the two samples using 
the  2−ΔΔCt method. Error bars represent SE of three biological repli-
cates. T-test *p < 0.05; n.s.: not significant
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To further corroborate the involvement of ADAP TF in 
GSL biosynthesis, the pattern of gene expression between 
ADAP and known GSL genes was studied under chemical 
stress. Jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA), abscisic acid 
(ABA), and ethylene (ET) effects on Arabidopsis Col-0 
plants are among the chemical stress information that can 
be retrieved from Expression Angler. Figure 2b shows the 
co-expression module generated from the constructed GSL 
gene network between ADAP and known GSL genes which 
showed similar expression patterns under chemical stresses. 
The expression patterns in Expression Angler is calculated 
using Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) shown by 
r-value. A common practice in gene co-expression network 
is identifying significant co-expressed genes by using the 
threshold value of r more than 0.7. However, an exception 
can be applied when some variances would cause noise in 
the dataset (Usadel et al. 2009). Furthermore, in a recent 
study, any edge with PCC < 0.3 used to construct several 
co-expression modules in Arabidopsis was discarded (Wise-
caver et al. 2017). Thus, 0.5 was selected as a threshold 
value in this study to generate as many interacting partners 
between ADAP and known GSL genes.

The ADAP gene co-expression network in Fig. 2b com-
prises a majority of known aliphatic GSL genes that have 
specific roles, which include TFs (MYB28, MYB29), protein 
transporter (BAT5) as well as enzymes that are involved in 
the side-chain elongation (IMDH1, IPMI2 MAM1, BCAT4), 
core structure synthesis (CYP79F2, CYP83A1, GSTU20, 
GSTF11, UGT74C1, FMOGS-OX3) and the side-chain mod-
ification (AOP2). In order to verify the function of ADAP in 
GSL biosynthesis, two known downstream aliphatic GSL 
genes (UGT74C1, IPMI1) were selected and the expression 
of these genes was studied in Arabidopsis ADAP-SRDX and 
Col-0 samples. By using the CRES-T approach, the cod-
ing region of ADAP fused at the C-terminal domain with 
a repressor domain called the plant-specific EAR motif 
repressor domain (SRDX). The fusion of the SRDX domain 
with a TF would create a dominant ADAP suppressor that 
suppresses the expression of downstream target genes (Mit-
suda and Ohme-Takagi 2009; Mitsuda et al. 2011). There-
fore, it is suggested that the fusion of ADAP TF with the 
SRDX domain would suppress the expression of target GSL 
genes, which are UGT74C1 and IPMI1. Furthermore, the 
phenotypes discovered from the transgenic SRDX plants 
would show similar observation seen in the loss-of-function 
mutants of the gene that encodes for the respective TF (Mit-
suda et al. 2011).

ADAP is a member of the AP2/ERF TF family that regu-
lates plant defense against necrotrophic pathogens involv-
ing jasmonate (JA) and ethylene (ET) signaling pathways 
(Broekgaarden et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2015). Furthermore, 
ADAP is known as a positive regulator of abscisic acid 
(ABA) response that plays essential roles in plant responses 

to stress (Chen et al. 2020; Lee et al. 2009). The presence of 
ABA, which can influence the biosynthesis of GSL in cab-
bage sprouts, was confirmed in a previous study. In the anal-
ysis, treatment with ABA significantly increased the content 
of GSL, the formation of isothiocyanate and the myrosinase 
activity of the 5-day-old cabbage sprouts. These findings 
indicated that ABA played a key role in GSL biosynthesis 
and metabolism in the edible parts of cabbage sprouts (Wang 
et al. 2015).

ADAP is subdivided into AP2 subgroup that contains 
two AP2 domains. The subgroup are known to control 
plant growth during several developmental stages (Hey-
man et  al. 2018). Thus, the observation of Arabidopsis 
ADAP-SRDX plants (Fig. 3) supported the capability of 
the CRES-T approach to validate the involvement of ADAP 
in plant development. Hypothetically, the transgenic ADAP 
line should create a dominant ADAP suppressor that sup-
presses the expression of target GSL genes. However, RT-
qPCR analysis showed that the ADAP-SRDX line showed 
overexpression of ADAP and its predicted target GSL genes 
(UGT74C1 and IPMI1) approximately 1900-, 35-, and 8- 
fold higher than the Col-0, respectively. Thus, ADAP may 
act as a negative regulator in the aliphatic GSL biosynthe-
sis where it was significantly over-expressed via a feedback 
mechanism that also increase the expression of downstream 
aliphatic GSL genes (UGT74C1 and IPMI1). UGT74C1 was 
previously proposed in the aliphatic GSL biosynthesis from 
the Arabidopsis genome and transcriptome data supports its 
co-expression with other known Met-derived GSLs (Gachon 
et al. 2005). Further analysis corroborates those findings 
through phylogenetic, gene expression, and knockout study 
on ugt74c1-2 (Grubb et al. 2014).

Transcription factors (TFs) are known as sequence-spe-
cific DNA binding proteins that act as regulators of gene 
expression through the recognition of specific cis-regulatory 
sequences in promoter regions. Based on the cis-regulatory 
sequence analysis between ADAP and UGT74C1, the bHLH 
TFs (MYC2 and MYC4) and OBP2 are the known GSL regu-
latory genes that share similar TF binding sites (TFbs) with 
both genes (Fig. 3). The analysis identified potential TF rec-
ognition sites within the promoter and potential candidate 
genes involved in the GSL regulatory mechanism. MYC2 
and MYC4 were previously described as positive regula-
tors in aliphatic and indolic GSL biosynthesis (Fernández-
Calvo et al. 2011; Li et al. 2018; Schweizer et al. 2013). 
Specifically, MYC2 reacts to jasmonate secretion and regu-
lates MYB TFs in GSL biosynthesis (Bell 2019; Chini et al. 
2016).

Previously, Skirycz et al. (2006) confirmed the involve-
ment of OBP2 with CYP83B1 which later suggested its 
involvement in the regulatory network that regulates indolic 
GSL biosynthesis in Arabidopsis. OBP2 is a DOF (DNA 
binding with one finger) transcription factor. Its expression 
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was induced in response to herbivores, and by methyl jas-
monate treatment. Both treatments would trigger indolic 
GSL accumulation. Specifically, the overexpression of 
OBP2 activates CYP83B1 expression, and RNA interfer-
ence-mediated OBP2 blockade leads to reduced expression 
of CYP83B1. Collectively, these data provide evidence that 
OBP2 is involved in the regulatory network of GSL biosyn-
thesis in Arabidopsis (Skirycz et al. 2006). Based on this 
information, we propose the regulatory mechanism of ADAP 
as shown in Fig. 6, which shares the same TFbs with regula-
tory genes, MYC2, MYC3, and OBP2, as well as the GSL 
biosynthetic gene, UGT74C1.

Conclusion

ADAP is known as a positive regulator of ABA that plays 
a vital role in stress response in plants. ABA has shown 
to affect the GSL biosynthesis in Brassicaceae plants by 
increasing the GSL content and its derivative (isothiocy-
anate). Based on several bioinformatics analyses, we pro-
pose ADAP as a possible negative regulator in aliphatic GSL 
biosynthesis that was validated by the RT-qPCR analysis of 

ADAP-SRDX line. Significant overexpression of downstream 
GSL genes such as UGT74C1 and IPMI1 were found in the 
ADAP-SRDX line suggesting their role as essential key 
players in glucosinolate biosynthesis. This study shows the 
preliminary findings on the capability of ADAP to regulate 
aliphatic GSL biosynthesis. Furthermore, the substantial sig-
nificant over-expression of ADAP gene in the ADAP-SRDX 
line also suggests the TF activity that has a negative effect on 
UGT74C1 and IPMI1 expression via a feedback mechanism 
in Arabidopsis. However, further experimental validation, 
such as a targeted metabolomics approach and functional 
analysis of downstream genes is required to confirm the 
regulatory mechanism of ADAP in GSL biosynthesis as 
proposed in this work.
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